K-CoreaINC.K
(Section A)

the
??/??/????

Mentions
Global Korea (GK):  *(potential Merge):*

**Attendees:**
- Argentinian Korea
- Iran@-itzerland Korea
- Non-Localized Korea
- Hungary Korea
- French adaptation Korea
- *Brazilian Space*
- Public Process Korea
- Morocco Korea
- Post-Canadian Retriever Korea
- Israel Korea
- Another Greek Korea
- Armenia Korea

**Topic:**  USA Korea (USAK)
- Mexico Korea (MK)
- North America Korea (NAK) *183
- General South AmeriK (GSAK)

**CCT:**  British Korea (BK) *lock down*

Pay Role: (2):  Driver, Wait
Other: (2):  Taffy *illegal outsider re-useable friend (prop)*
Jessica>Cindy>Able
Emergence Guess EQualify
(first in fire) x

note:

Dear HeyK,
Please Don’t Accept your Progressaphobias in work flow

by Brand Washing
MY Global Blanky with SAME PAGE.

I really need a case of atmosphere

Are you finding Position?

It’s such a Hunt.

(UGTFE)= Unidentified Timeless Gun Fire and/or Explosions
(x)= (UGTFE)
K-CoreaINC.K

(Section A)a

Position This
FLIGHT

MK: Uhhhh, You know how to talk to me baby!
    It’s Korea and I said- YES
    Yaw„„ I’m saying find Your Prop!

GSAK: Hey GK- It’s General South AmeriK!

MK: I hear a self-declared narrator

USAK: As I blink my way through, Indie-Panopolic Flash
    I see panoramic Custo Problemo! „Yes. (x)

MK: I hear a self-de-Closed Narrator!


GSAK: Hey GK-?

Taffy: Oh I hate People like, Choice-Voice-Over
       (Taffy pre-reuse mode)

MK: Self Righteous„„ Poetic„„ piece of Shit!
    She’s probably Hackin Butt-suckin
    The Life out of your, off-shore, Identity: Storage Unit! (x)

GK: I want the Middle-Seat of this plane

MK: Yeah I bet you see IT. I See so many Things.
    What I wana know is…. What you in the Bar with Future Space Savers-
    As obstacle for Romance

USAK: We the Situations have Issue UpSetta. YES
    TravelCustity .Dot Compromise„„ Custody „Over-Load= YES
    And Then ,We as Crashing„„ Inside Out… (need)
    Stridex-Corporate
NAK: Really Matter.? It doesn’t Such-

GSAK: I’m fucking pissed at USAK (x)

GK: WHAT? (Kiss)

Well I:Be in the fuckin AirPlane.

MK: Britta Balance has been known for *Automatic Failure*

Britta Balance Ah, Has been known for *Automated Failure!*

Failure!

Don’t be Surprised if you end UP *evenly surprised*

Bored to Death!

Re-Living *the stupid 1960’s*

Or some Pre-Internet Shit Motel!

GK: Flying Company„„ 3rd/World-Class,

You Can smoke ALL UP in this Shit

Meeting: YES, „„YES YOU CAN!

GK: She Said (YES)-

GSAK: Where’s my fuckin pitch fork?!„„ I’m ready to Build!

GK: Girl Look what I carried ON. Carried ON

Driver: Can you unlock me?

GK: YES WE CAN!

<<<<<<Friendly Fire>>>>>>>>>

GK: OMG, Look at That!—

I designed that Sturdiest--

I put my personal designer macaroni in her steroids and I spliced !That.

Girl, can you get me a drink!?
Meeting:  (Wants)

MK:  
*My name is just an Aquarium*

I’m an Aquarium... I’m in Aquarium.... I’m IN aquarium

Im IN Aquari UM---

*Just an Aquarium*

Feed the Soul and Touch the Body—  (X)

GSAK:  I’m fuckin Pissed at USAK!,,, She won’t return My Phone K-K?

GK:  I would use my private Jet, But, This is - !Cheaper,

USAK:  Brace, „IT, „In Word... „ „InWard „,,,,

I’m on the other Line K, „ „ „I Believe Connect„„,

Believe Connect!------

Britt, Extension., My Connection-

Is Not „„(Machine-Wash),Friendly„„ But- They “ARE”

Washing (ME-OUT),„„„MEMO„„ „„„AnyWay!

You Know who They IS,  <Yes you do> ,
You Know who They is.....

<<<<WHAT?

NAK:  They IS 2You Equals=

I know what They-IS 2You„„„, The God as Corporate„„„,

The People as a Government „„„,

I know what IT doesn’t Matter 2YOU as much-----
As IT does 2ME, It Does not Matter as Such-

That is Y, You have not remembered what (IT-IS) for 2Day„„

IT is not |You|„„„ IT IS WE!--- IT is not |em| and>
Will not matter as Such

USAK:  What Country are You (Rep-Re-Posting), -|Here|-
I don’t need...Help, _[Sufficient],_,
I.... AM- waiting in SilentView „Where-as_ This One--,
Who IS...>>>\n
Where “We-at”

NAK: My intention was to be a self-appointed Intern-----\n
For the Reason that I, E, NO. „„,
That, You need to Be RePlaced.

{BUBBLE BURST}  
Meeting: So Beautiful, OMG, |transition|
GK: Shhhhh You know? \transition?\  
Meeting: definitely (kiss)  
GK: Becareful:\n{You Too/You2}\nGirl, Watch me go reschedule My identical USA Post

<FF!>  
GK: OK, HEY!
Meeting: HEY!

NAK: The New Look for This Company, IS re-Thinking the Word |Humanity| as an Object with a (Goal)

\OPEN FIRE\ (import displacement)  
USAK: Well, ,actually, ,I don’t think Global, Korea, Is Hiring any (Career Girls)_ RightNow,\nSo I-Think, this sounds Like„„\n
|Opinion Pollution|, Yes

NAK: (x channeled)> If this is True, Please explain to ME, Why You have delivered This to ME, in this MANNER? ??
I Am Mystified as 2Y

Please Re-think, The way that You are fraise-ing that 2ME With Your MEMO, of THIS...

You need to REALize, <That I am ABOUT to SAY something 2You,, RightNow

Something IN, -|That You|-. <of Value>, Something of Value-- For you to ReTain  (LAUGH)

I never say “THEY”
I say –US- or –WE-,

These accomplishments are our -Own-

You-See, lastnight –WE- Bombed -OUR-Selves- again,,,,,-WE- Bombed another ONE of –OUR- own “Cities” after – WE- had Bombed the OTHER, |ONE| of -OUR-Selves-, ,,,,,,, 2Ballance -OUR-Selves- OUT.

Are you Able to See how \THIS\ works- NOW?
Have I made My-Self (Clear)?

(LAUGH)

I just Need People to Know how the ----
-THEE-, the –WE-, and the -US- works

USAK: One thing, „I’ve Learned„, in all these Years, „Never Higher: SomeONE Whose GOOD= Cause> She’ll have, Your JOB, „„, in 4seconds!

Sorry, „Your Out!- Go Home Intern, „„
We don’t Need Your unpaid HELP

<HELP>

GK: What Happened to my FACE?

MK: Oh I love_ when you Transfer _ The Body Temperature.

GK: Where the fuck is my Pillow?
MK: *Ew Gross Pig Filthy Disgusting Non-Growth*

Meeting: Fire HER

MK: *Ew Gross Pig Filthy Disgusting Non-Growth*

GK: Where the fuck is that fucking sturdiest?

Oh NO, She Didn’t!

Public Process Korea: She Did

GK: I Hope my drink wasn’t in that!

MK: *Ew Gross Pig Filthy Disgusting Non-Growth*

GK: My drink better not be in that tray

Meeting: Fire Her Fire Her

<FIRE HER>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

GK: She Don’t know how to ACT

GSAK: If you haven’t Guessed..? „„„„„„, I’m Really into Dating ---

Meeting: |IN THINK TANK|

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

GSAK: I just really Love„„„„„„, Date-a-Sphere....

<WAIT> (cellular explosion hold)

MK: *My Blackberry is This, I Blackberry Me*

Me Blackberry, Me Black Berry

*It’s people Like you who make me keep this shit physical*

Your gona pick a Name.. and it’s gona be an (A-Jason Thing)

,THING,
And as a SERIOUS!, You will pause and complicate definition, You will pause just fine, I’m no Libra

Re-Edit this SERIOUS, And EDIT, |THIS|- Seriously-

=OPEN Friendly FIRE,>>>>>>>>>(re-use)>>>>>

GK: I’m Gona Fire HER,,,,,,,,, Fire HER-UP

Wait: Wait In review |The Boards| ))))))))))))))))))))))))

GK: I TOLD YOU->

>>>>>>
I had to let you Go.
It's not your Fault.
Every Thing is Different Now.
Don’t Feel Examplized
It’s Just Nature
<<MAKING WORD>>

USAK: Words, such- Jealous,,,
Where do you Buy ? |Language Connect| .
I-Should BE-@the Beach + I-Should BE-@the Beach
=ON Vacate.  Ok, I’ll Take IT!
I Love rotating a |Maybe-Retriever| into an |If-Bird|

NAK: Has it ever occurred to you?
That your attitudes about these sorts of things
has become completely disrupted!
Who Cares, about your Singles Weekend?!
Our EGO-needs has to be Second to this Conglomeracy

USAK: Who has my Back?  -No One!
Because I’m Over-Extended

CRUISEAMERICA.COM  the STREETS of MEETING
(There is no Guest List Tonight)>>>>>>>>>>kiss

(Jealous?)

NAK: When I go on Vacation? I just, -Listen-
I have a Plan starting from Day One!
ON the Ground UP!
I would Like to Re-Brand, Re-Organize, and
Internalize,,,,,
The entire “Communications War”,
So That, in -Affect- We are on ALL-SIDES
USAK: Call Me “Jealous!”

<Song>

I'm Watching MY
She, Has, My, JOB
And She Goes to Work
When, She, Wants
And She Takes Breaks
When, She, Wants
And She Wears
What, She, Wants
And In *, (Intended Gun Fire)

Hey, Do-You Situation-Nola?
Know, Ah? Cheap Perspective Brusha
That I can Agency Dropa
To Re-Touch UP – SUCH |AS|, In OTHER-WORDS (%)

EVERFACE

Yessssssssss........

NAK: I plan to represent North America,
under K-CoreaINC.K As a (Side Project),

Once Global Korea, Merges=

Everything Above>
(South Mexico)

And Below>
(North Canada)

>>>>>Will be MERGED!
Once we homogenize all of these [Things], I will be the Representative,,,,,,,,Because: I usually have a lot on my [Plate],,,,,,,,,Sometimes I take something OFF, But usually I DON’T, Because I’m a Hobbyist, And It’s Just Fun for me to Try things Like THAT!

USAK: Or?, She Stays in Tone
          Or?, She Stays in Tone
          Like Reallyware, I need Jealous Out-Look and
          REACH, REACH, ...ON

GSAK: I LOVE NAK!

GK: Look What –we- did to the last Driver:
         iMean?
         Look What We DID to the Last Driver....?

Meeting:  Yay!

<<<<<<Transfer Step>>>>>>>

GK: We’re Just Picking Flowers--?

<<<<<<Point Buenavista Flat>>>>>>>

Meeting:  aTen?

GK: We had a meeting. So Lets Have A Meeting!

GSAK: Can –We- just Do a Meeting or Something?

GK: Wait!----- We had a “Meeting”,,,,,,,,,So lets have a MEETING!

MK: Hey Jessica! It’s Me Korea! Hey Jessica Look Korea!
     Time-Out for my Precious Donation!

<<<<<<<<<Let’s Have a Meeting>>>>>>>

GK: Let’s Have a MEETING,,,,

<<<<<<<<<Brazilian Space>>>>>>>>>>>>>
MK: Less than Prop? Tell me about that one JESSICA?
Are You stuck in NTSC?

I hate Budget Platforms
Double, Max, Bubbles

Where’s my Magnetic Trains and my electric-ness
I hate the Car Industry I Hope it Fails! DONE OVER

I want to Be Mexico City to Be Chicago as 10min FLATs
GOT THAT?!

I want to GO from Mexico City to Chicago in 10 Mins. FLAT!

Actually this is my House and You Shut Up, I am IN

Actually Shut UP! SHUT UP! I’m in HOUSE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Contemporary Slut! Every bodies got the Agenda!

Contemporary Slut! Every Body’s’ Got the Agenda!

CONTEMPORARY SLUT! EVERY BODY! S! GOT! THE!
AGENDA!--- CONTEMPORARY SLUT! EVERY BODY! S! GOT!
THE! AGENDA! CONTEMPORARY SLUT! SLUT! SLUT! SLUT!
SLUT!!! EveryONE’S’ GOT the AGENDA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Contemporary

Slut

Every Ones Got The |Agenda|.

NAK: I always Have a 7year Plan! As a Hobbyist I move into
Parent Companies, Take Fixer/Upper Positions and
Internships, Re-Work them, So that I have Greater
Equity at a lower interest rate, and then Flip Them at
Auction!

MK: Contemporary Slut?, Contemporary Slut/, Every Body’s’
GOT, The Agenda>>> And it’s running out of actual
Vacationers
Iran@-itzerland Korea: She’s a powerful woman
French adaptation Korea: She’s Like Amazing...
Public Process Korea: Her PowerPoint had 20 slides
Argentinian Korea: I Love Her, I Love Her
Post-Canadian Retriever: Her Value Proposition was really good
Non-Localized Korea: Really?
Israel Korea: Really?
Armenia Korea: She was Sexually Active at the age of What?

GK: We Just had a Meeting
MK: Stab the Fucker! Stab THE
      Stab the Fuck-herrrrrrrrrrr
      Taffy? Awwwwwwwwwwwwww,,,,Stab the Fucker!
      Taffy, your in Re-Use Mode, AW,wwwwwww
      Thank God I’m in with my Re-Useable Room,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
      With My, Friend Taffy?,
      And Every Body else, is not in the Room
      Stab the Fucker.

Connection

GK: Hello, Yes?, -Wait-, Who am I talking to?
    Hello, Yes?, Who am I talking to?
Argentinian Korea: Sang about the Meeting-
Meeting: (LAUGH)
MK: WOW WOW WOW

Jessica, My inner-Dad, wants to move South America,,,,,,,,,
And is this Part 3?

Once the Platform is Finished

And what if your Dumb Phone doesn’t Receive me there,,,,,,
Cause your Such a Farmers Market!

My name might Be Careera for only Temporary is Longer

I sense Bie-Pass Surgery

GSAK: Hey Mexico Korea!

GK: YES,,,,,

Yall, Want Relic to Narrate ?

I give you Relic, .....You want a Bar?

A Real Bar?

Back to the Future>

(Communal Point : Collection)

Girl, Why it get so Quiet ?

Iran@-itzerland Korea: Why it get so Quiet ?

Meeting: Why So Quiet ?

GK: Girls, I'm thinkin,,, we need some Advice

French adaptation Korea: Yes,,,,, OMG?

GK: That is exactly WHAT! (Nearby Impression)

GIVE US SOME ADVICE!

Driver: Well She Tell a Person, She Just Did a Baby Slide

GK: ahuh, Tell Me More

Driver: Slides don’t really Help anyone—
GK: What the Fuck you talking about...!? 
Keep Those Hand Cuffs ON ...!

Driver: Well you Slide,,,,,, And it Works for Right Now*
Your Company’s Doing Really Well,,,,,,, But I’m thinking

French adaptation Korea: (LAUGH)

GK: But What?=====Tell Me about WHAT? tell me about what?

Driver: *But I’m thinking if you start a brand integration department?

Public Process Korea: YES?

GK: YES.

Driver: And Focus on finding REAL Consumer Demand,,,, For Cross-Over-Culture,,,,, ? And Time-Shared-Ideologies ?

GK: Time Share What? Ideology What?

Meeting: Yeah What! YEAH YEAH YEAH WHAT?

GK: Everyone Be Quiet \*

Driver: *Rather than creating this VIBE,,,,,,, And then Meme-ing IT, Your-Selves? You also need to....... Make IT Free

GK: Girl, Tell that Driver to Shut UP!

Another Greek Korea: Shut UP!

Argentinian Korea: Tell Him to Shut UP!

<(Future Explosion)> 

Driver: Well I don’t know a Single Company that’s Experimental enough for ME.

GK: Well Then he just needs to LOOK Harder

<<<<<<Brazilian Space>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Hello!

Jessica?: The Intern Poured me ONE

NAK: *LAUGH*

Jessica: It's Jessica

USAK: What HER? NO- (space place EXPLO'/) - SO,?

NAK: I'm not an Intern, I'm a Re-Placement right now-

USAK: SO, What's your assisting Name?

Jessica: Jessica-

USAK: Jessica?

NAK: You Know., It's True what THEY, Say-

I wear what I want, I got to Work whenever I want, and I just basically do what I feel like and what I want with -Each Other-

USAK: I'm doing way to Much -THINGS-, Today

I can't even tap into Self-Hood, to get me Off-Hood, and,?, Protect-Hood

MK: Don't be such and Angry Essay Jessica!

Don't, Don't Be such and Angry Essay.... Jessica!

DON'T BE SUCH ANGRY ANGRY JESSICA!!!!!!!

Don't Be Such a ANGRY ESSAY ESSAY, Don't BE!! SuchA ANGRY ESSAY!! Jessica! Don't! Be! Such! A! Angry ESSAY!!!!! Jessica?!
OR I’ll Tune OUT, And Buy a -MEAN DOG SIGN-, And Put it in front of ALL MY,,,,
|Communications|!

NAK: I specialize in Identity Tourism, ?Agency...
I just stick HERE, and I Hop Around-

HEY GLOBAL KOREA!?  

Identifiers: That’s Global, That’s Global, That’s Global

French adaptation Korea:  WHAT!?

GK: Guys I just Wanted to show You Your New Office!
Health Care, I don’t Care, It’s All WE Care, That’s Why WE don’t Care.

THIS IS GLOBAL!

Identified: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

GK: Global, Global !

Identified: AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

(((((((KISS))))))))

*kiss*

MK:  
I am not  body, but business HOLD,  
The body of Business I

My Body, Is a good Place for Business... And I AM-Over IT= I’m OVERHEAD

Jessica? My –Nothing Look- I don’t see, points you at pictures of my Russian Cousin

Did you know that? I actually Don’t Know what I Look LIKE? YOU--- Actually Don’t Know what –I- Look LIKE,, When -I’m- in front of YOU

I’m Korea IM CO. REA
No one gets Lost anymore Silly Skank!

Philosophy Gangsters

Never witness the –DO–

Philosophy Gangsters Never SEE what I SEE

OR even Some American from My Category,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, which is in –BusinessFace–.

**USAK:** O.K., Jessica? I’m gona call you Cindy?------ Is that Ok with You?

**Jess-indy:** I Guess So?

**USAK:** Um, Cindy? Guessing is a waste of Energy .

**Cindy:** >Alternate (x)<

Actually, Cindy is an Amazing Story,

I just need some Work Done,,,, ?or?,

**NAK:** (LAUGH) (Y peep)

**Cindy:** [LOOK]= Just Say, What You Need To Say,
I have a lot of Obligations ALL of the Sudden

**USAK:** WOW?, wow. Your Really Reflective . ?
So Such WAY is |Fact|, That Current,
-CLIMAX CENTER-, IS,,, A,,Way

**MK:** Your in Confrontation with Similar Korea,

She’s a |SUCH-AS|

Lets fade her OUT, before you are Convinced!

Everyone, is,- What They IS,
Saying –IT- doesn’t make you= _More IS._

Every One, Is,- What They IS
Saying –IT- doesn’t Make -You- = What IT IS!
I always SEE –Nature- on Vacation .
She is Not? A Doctor.
Contemporary Doctrine, No Hold

OK Baby . I’ll Call Half/Off, Before I close today?
Just Know= Your in Deep Meat

And not behind the Vegan

<<<<<<DRIVE-------------------------a Show every Thong-----

DO it Girl, Do it Girl, Do IT girl---- Take Curl

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((Some Body Explosion)

GK: OMG, Global Got Her Period!
The Global Korea Takes Care of Everything

Attendees: THANKS KOREA!

Argentinian Korea: Thanks, Thank You

GK: Wait?
? A 21 A USA 1 S ?
-USA ONE WEST-

Argentinian Korea: So Funny! She’s SO FUNNY

GK: I’m About to Merge You!

<<<<<<ATTENDEE LAUGH>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

GK: The Global Korea Fuckin HungUP _

Fuckin Hackers think I’m made out of Finances

Argentinian Korea: Because your Really Cool

Post-Canadian Retriever Korea: It’s Really Cool

Attendance: IT’S REALLY COOL

GK: Girl, Don’t Look at ME_ Look at your Mother?
And Globalize at HER!
LOVE-VIBE-SHARE_ELSE-SAY)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

GK: Global Connection! JK Bitch! JK Bitch!

Attendees: GLOBAL!

Public Process Korea: That Harper Tack, can Hackin Role Over-----
That Harper Tack, Can Hackin Role Over-----

GK: That Harper Tack Collection can Roam and Bar Tack all Over ALL NIGHT LONG

Attendees: YEAH!

GK: Role Over
I am NOT givin My Guidance to that Free Piece of -Hard software-

Argentinian Korea: Yeah, Don’t give your High Def Guidance Out

GK: Of Course!

Argentinian Korea: NO!

GK: One Last Thing,
Global K, don’t believe in Warranties, I Don’t

Post-Canadian Retriever Korea: But First you need some Advice. AH?

GK: Someone Go write Her a Poem, Cause, I’m gettin out, My, , Dictator Boner

ATTENDED
Position This
NAK: So that we can All just BE on the Same Sexy PAGE

USAK: Hola! MK?, The Map is Looking _Good_, Yes

MK: Korea the State? Korea the Stated

USAK: IT, doesn’t really Matter (defense)
   It/I'm Being Challenged/Confronted/or should I say Channeled? (Interior intern Gun Fire) And I’m about 2

MK: Your Spreading yourself THIN and it’s Transparent-a

USAK: I do not deserve this behavior from the –TOP- when I function the –MIDDLE-!

MK: If your not careful your extensions will Reorganize

IF your Identity forms a UNION! I’ll Bill you Later=*

*You will have No Freedom Control,
   I sent you a =Mother Soul Freedom=,
   Your community service Starts =NOW=,

USAK: Neighborhood Yes, Ocean Over, Yeah! !Connect!

MK: I sent You, A =Mother Figure Function=!
   I sent You, A =Mother Figure Function=!

USAK: Compassicolic-Ish-Us ‘Capital Structure’ What?

OK! Re-Write=

CORRECT*

*Compassionate Capitalism, YEAH, Re-Create, ...PANGEA!
**GLOBALESE**

**GK:** Where's Globalese?

**Argentinian Korea:** Amera Please!

**GK:** Amera Please!
Can I get an -Amera Please!
Please, Can I PLEASE get AMERA!

The Driver ALL-WAYS, Plays MY JAMS!

And I thought TARGET was a CLUB?

**Argentinian Korea:** Where you From Global?

**GK:** Globally

**Argentinian Korea:** Globally? Why?

**Post-Canadian Retriever Korea:** Your from the Global E

**GK:** Everybody's usually Haiti
Every ONE comes from Haiti
I have a little Hate for Every One
She’s a Sweet Heart„, I Love HER!

{{Kisses}}

**Iran@-itzerland Korea:** This Girls such a Sweet Heart!

**GK:** So Amazing
Can you take a picture of us?
Wait, That one was bad,

**Argentinian Korea:** I Hate Italian Korea!

**Another Greek Korea:** Well?
GK: What Time is IT?

Another Greek Korea: Peace is Cool

Argentinian Korea: I Hate Italian Korea.

Another Greek Korea: Peace

GK: I Hate Lexus Korea, I hate Genel Korea

Post-Canadian Retriever Korea: I Hate Lexus Korea

Argentinian Korea: I Love you Global

GK: I Love You Global

Who the Fuck is that Baby Shit-Talker?

That’s not one of My Condiments

Placement People need to Register

Cindy: You know, maybe, it would be a good Idea?,
If you called Yourself,
If you got back in touch with Yourself?,
if you, Regrouped?
Like a Career often does-

USAK: x2 That’s What I do WHEN---- Your Acting Weird?,
Hey, What is going ON?, Hello? I’m on the other,
Talking tone, OUT-- talking about Just Fallow ME-

MK: Digitize Him! Love will be so creational Now! I agree

Digitize Him! Love will be so easy after [in-creation-now]

Another Basic Baby, WHEN I DON”T DO MOTHERHOOD!
Another Basic Baby, WHEN I DON”T DO MOTHERHOOD!
Another Basic BABY, WHEN I DON”T DO MOTHER HOOD!

I need to Reduce! Lets Time-Out!

I need to reduce lets time out!

Lets kill the authorship, and I kill on Author
But they're almost extinct, And I support *The Eraser*

Your Community Service Starts NOW, You Owe ME!

**USAK:** Cindy, I'm... Cindy i?.....i,,,,, Can't move-- i MyFace?

**WAR-LOCK**

**THIN-SPREAD**

**Rated**

**String Control**
BK: Loop-|The Fall|

BK: Oh, I’m sorry. Excuse me- Hi? Hello there, What’s your name?

USAK: Yeah or actually No  >>>>>As Community Service<<

BK: Hello there, What’s your name?

USAK: My Phone?,

I may look like a Horse, But I Am Tall...

When I say that I’m Tall, I mean

UP high,

In the Sky,

on a ladder –

You know, YES?

You don’t Know, (no)

Because, I Am In With

Your Father

Company, That I do Business with

Fuck You,

Yes

BK: So the dude was a complete asshole, [USAK: You must have IT, Off?] OK, I’ll start from the beginning: Six years later:: We live together, He leaves Me, and then all the sudden,, two months later, I get a fuckin E-mail... And I have known her And I have been friends with her And I have sat and gave her gin and tonics Which really, really [USAK: Where Am I ?!] Pisses me Off! [USAK: NO!], And
so She, [USAK: Fuck my Blackberry!], is now in a hot tub with him! [USAK: I want a Raspberry!], ***And literally the phone fell out of my hand! I dropped, I was on the floor, in the toilet, my head Hit the toilet! And the fuckin bastard did Nothing... I run up to my Desk,***[USAK: Why does every time, I, press This button, I end up in This Time-Share?] Then the ambulance comes, [USAK: Burp the Baby], He is out in a fuckin Bar?, What is your fuckin problem!, We have had six years?... and it isn’t even matter?, And, he was just like “do you know what your problem is?”... “You don’t have any friends”... [USAK: Danger Danger Danger Danger!]
OMG, I was completely pissed Off, Completely Pissed OFF! Because I have friends I have lots, and lots, and lots of friends! Like:: I know So many people in London, It was ridiculous!

OK, I’ll start from the beginning:: Six years later:: We live together, He leaves Me, [USAK: That is not me Yeah, they’re trying to Water Me DOWN!] and then all the sudden two months later, I get a fuckin E-mail... And I have known her  [USAK: They got Me in a Corner, and They are, Trying to Water Me DOWN!] And I have been friends with her  And I have sat and gave her gin and tonics
Which really, really Pisses me Off! And so She, is now in a hot tub with him! [USAK: I personally believe that...], ***And literally the phone dropped*** Out of my Hand! „, I was on the Floor,

In The...
USAK: *Hen, in the Coarse of- Situational- “Events”, IT becomes necessary for [ONE], -Situation-, to Resolve the -Political Bands-, Which have Connected [Them] with [AnOther]- And to Assume among the Powers of the –Internet-, a -Separate-, and -Equal Station-, to which the –Laws- of the –Internet-, and of the -Natural Internet-, to Situation -Them-, A decent respect to the Opinions of -Situational Kind-= Requires That, They, should Declare the “Causes” which impel them to, -Separation-

{{{{{{{{{{SEPERATION}}}}}}}}}___}}BK}}SLAP}}

BK: Wank! I wanted to fuckin= „, Charge me 50 Pounds!? , For what I owed him!?, We've been going out for six Years and he asked for 50 fucking Pounds!?

USAK: Yeah, I know, I'm sorry?... I'm gona lose Weight.

=====+====INNER-GETHER====== =====

Decreational of In-Dependance>>>>>

USAK: *We hold this “Just-Say”, to Be just Evidential, That Situation are “Just”, Equal Relativital, In-Way, Go make a “Say”, in =Happiness=!
ABLE

I Love Being Able, to
Re-Step into My existence
From the Distance
of
Other People’s Lives.

I’m just going to Step into the [background music]
pushing My Agenda
from the Trunk.

Well,
When I find a Confused, Net-Work...
I ‘Just’ get into Sports’
Making These Corners soft.

That’s the Problem with |Your|
You |Job|, from |Idea| to |Entitlement|
With out even having a |Flow|
a ‘Work-Flow’
AND

I Agree.
but Current Technology just doesn’t support
This Method
It Seems that Consumers are Being Lazy
They Need to demand more Time
to move ON to My next Industry
I Know?
How could I not Hop?
in a World that arranges Puddles.

((((((((((((((((Peaceful Gun Fire))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
placementation